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-And other
hazards

Gom. open the car trunk a pair of
But not forgotten. Because the cylindrical, one-pound containers

reminders linger on. of table salt, loosely wrapped in a
They’re there every time we plastic grocery bag. Right next to

the heavy garden shovel that’s still
kicking around in there.

Every time I load groceries in
the truck, or haulrecycling mater-
ials to the township building, I
mentally remind myself toremove
this residue of winter. Normally, I
haul a container of bulk rock salt
around with me through the cold
months along with a shovel,
equipment stashed against the
possibility of having to shovel out
of a snowbank somewhere.

When salt became worth its
weight in goldalong about Febru-
ary, regular table saltwas the only
kind available one particular day I'
shopped. Thankfully, it was never
needed. Still there, it’s a precau-
tionary step in case of a June bliz-
zard. And serves as a reminder not
to complain about hot, humid.

MULTIPLY YOUR
EFFICIENCY

Kubota's B-Series compact diesel tractors have so many uses they'll actually
multiply your efficiency around the homestead or farm.

On the B-50 Series, choose from 14-20 PTO horsepower tractors, all with standard
mid and rear PTO. Put a sturdy 2 wheel drive model to work, or select a 4 wheel
drive model with Kubota's optional, revolutionary Bi-Speed turn. Hydrostatic trans-
mission is also available to save you footwork and time.

From borne use to commercial applications, the 87100 HST 16 HP tractor is just
right for all kinds of jobs. This tractor comes with hydrostatic transmission - that
means there is no gear shift. And, the 87100 4WD compact tractor is powered by a
Kubota liquid-cooled diesel engine.

See your neighborhood Kubota dealer today, and let them show you how a
Kubota B-Series tractor can multiply your efficiency.

Kubota Tractor Corporation markets a full I A
line of tractors through a nationwidenetwork I I Pj|
of over 1,000 dealers. J W Hat ISIS

See Your Local Kubota Dealer
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sweat-inducing weather.
Another lingering remem-

brance is the pile of gravel swept
from the garage floor and the
blacktop surrounding it. After
sweeping up the collection of tiny
stones and dust late one recent
evening and not having figured
out where to most usefully deposit
it other than outside the door, I’ve
since stumbled through it a couple
of times.

Maybe the township road crew
would like it back for reuse again
next year.

Our partially-collapsed bam
roof has since been winched back
into place and only needs some
minor, finish-up repairs. One
small section of ceiling in the calf
nursery still droops a bit from
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where snowmelt came through,
another lingering remembrance.

When the water pipes in the old
bank barn froze up. The Farmer
substituted large tubs and hoses.
Short a tub for a pen of young
steers, he devised one by chain-
sawing off a section of a large,
plastic barrel. After the fountains
thawed, the white plastic tub was
abandoned outside the pen.

After coveting that tub for sev-
eral weeks, I finally scrubbed the
cattle “residue” from it, filled it
with soil and planted it with red
impatiens. A matching one for the
other side ofthe front porch would
be nice, but there must be some
easier way to get one than repeat-
ing last winter.

A glance over the countryside
now belies the barren, bitter cold-
ness that enveloped it just weeks
ago. Mother Nature has recovered
nicely from her seasonal
extremes, though she’s been a
mite stingy lately with her
moisture.

Barley is nearly ripe, alfalfa
greening back up for second-
cutting hayand corn stretching out
to shade the bare ground beneath.
Trees and bushes are re-leafing
branches burnt bare by icy, drying
winds and deep-freeze chills. An
old hedge growing near the back
porch looks scruffy on top, but is
pushing more green sprouts from
the ground than usual.

And the roses I feared were his-
tory instead look healthier than
they have for a couple of years,
sending up thick new canes from
rootstocks insulated by the deep
snow.

Fading into the fuzziness of
memory, winter will long be
remembered for its fury, its
intenseness, its seemingly-endless
duration. Building repairs,
regrowing shrubbery, lingering
accumulations of gravel and salt-
killed lawns and orchard
friends with precious little harvest
to look forward to - linger on.

Winter. Wiped out by the lush
loveliness of June.

MATTRESSES
The Answer To Cow Comfort!

• Fits Any Stall
• Polyester Bag Filled With Rubber
• Bag Sewn Every 4” To Prevent

Shifting
• Heavy Nylon Fabric Top Cover

With 3 Year Warranty
• Easier for cows to get up & down
• Reduces Bedding costs
• Installation available 215-593-6959

CALL FOR DETAILS ]

SAMUEL S. PETERSHEIM
117 Christiana Pika, Christiana, PA 17509

Answering Service 215-593-2242
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